**Anti-Chlamydia trachomatis EUROLINE-WB (IgG, IgA)**

**DY 2191-1601-1 G, A**

**Advantages at a glance**

- **Unique test** which provides **sensitive and specific detection** of antibodies against *Chlamydia trachomatis* through a **combination of three different antigen categories**.
- **Very good agreement** (IgG 98%, IgA 97%) with results from precharacterised sera (INSTAND quality assurance scheme).
- **Standardised incubation times** and interchangeable reagents enable **parallel processing of further EUROIMMUN immunoblots for infectious serology**.
- **Automated processing** from sample identification to final results with EUROBlotOne or alternatively with EUROBlotMaster and a separate reader system.
- **Convenient automated evaluation** with EUROLLineScan and qualitative, separate appraisal of antibodies against the three antigen groups.

**Automation options**

- **EUROBlotOne**
- **EUROBlotMaster**
- **EUROBlotScanner**
- **EUROLLineScan**